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Letter from the Editor
year,a ran ,nto a

that theTCC Community Website was experiencing (which we didn't know about).
contacted her former teacher,Sandy McAlister,with the information,

that it be forwarded to the appropriate person. Sandy sent it on toVFJ Webmaster
Ted Fleischman. What Lisa had discovered is that when her company installed a

for their internet server,they were able to"block" certoin websites from being
by employees - ones that include"such things as sports,intolerance,

ialorfullnudity,violence,etc." Oncethis"block"wasinstalled,Lisafoundthat
TCC Community Website was no longer accessible. She noted,"Research and the

of elimination revealed that the taichichih.org site was not accessible when
Nudity,"Full Nudity,' or'Sexual Acts'was clicked as a grouping to block."

and hilarious (to some) as this might seem, it was having a very undesir-
effect in terms of limiting access to those interested in T'ai Chi Chih JoyThru

Lisa included in her e-mail message the process to correct the situa-
whichTed was then able to do. We are gratefulto Lisa for taking the time to

us of this obvious problem and include a solution, as well. Thank you, Lisa!
also, to Sandy, for her part, and to Ted for correcting it. lf ony of you, read-

come across situations regarding theTCC Community Website that don't seem
t,we would certainly appreciate your taking the time to inform us with all that
know, as Lisa did, so we can remedy the problem.

's effort underlines the point that the guardianship ofT'ai Chi Chih JoyThru
t is the responsibility of ALL of us - teachers and students alike. There is

to keep track of, more work to be done than can possibly be done by a few,
with hundreds, indeed, thousands of TCC practitioners worldwide, the tasks CAN
done if people care enough to make the effort. Remember,this is a community

individuals acting (or not) fromTeh (the power of inner sincerity). We have no
ization, although there is one corporation (Good Karma Publishing,lnc.) ond

couple of associations that have very specific roles. One, the T'ai Chi Chih Associ-
runs the TCC Center in Albuquerque, NM, along with putting ouf The NM T'ai

Chih News. The second,TheVital Force Association, puts outThe Vital Force,
of theT'ai Chi Chih Community and also serves as the first contact many

in the public have with T'ai Chi Chih JoyThru Movement - via theTCC Community
. Serving the public in this way also includes offering a way to contact

NFJ lnformation/Outreach Coordinator Kathy Albers) for more informa-
tion about teachers in their area or with general questions about the practice.

than that, there are no staffs, no funds, and no ruling body, although, unoffi-
ially, Justin Stone, as originator or this spiritual discipline, has largely been the

force behind every major decision made in leading the community - at
in the last nearly seven yeors that Ed Altman has been his chosen Head of the

TCCCommunity.

We are a community. A community of individuals,each with our part to play in
T'ai Chi Chih JoyThru Movement forward. What is your part?

Noel Altman, Editor
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Readers Res pond
Hello!
My name is Jean MichelVictoire. l'm
trying to learn theT'ai Chi Chihform
since 10 months. My teacher is
Catherine Brieussel (she is wonder-
ful!) in France. I see your programe
on the net so ljust want to say you
thatT'ai Chi Chih practice change
my life and that I hope that one day
l'llcan have my accreditation in
France! Hope see you later! By by!

Jean MichelVictoire
Le Chombon sur Lignon
FRANCE
Student of Catherine Brieussel

I am a stained glass artist. I have
been doing T'ai Chi Chrh practice for
two years and have found it has
helped me to have an infinite flow
of creativity. My hands cannot keep
up with the creative designs that
come to my mind. lt might encour-
age other struggling artists to know
this. I am grateful to the T'aiChi
Chih community, my teacheri
Debbie Cole, and Justin Stone for
making this available in my life. . . .

Carol Boyette
Odenton, MD
Student of Debbie Cole

Aloha Doug, I am not teaching any
Chih classes right now, and I don't
like to waste paper. What is the cost
of membership if you exclude the
teachers directory? | won't want a
directory until I start teaching again.

Terry Jennings
Honolulu, Hl

lVF.l Membership Coordinator Doug

You and I are on the same page as far
as the teochers directory goes. I wish
we could make it optional for all
teachers (even if there is no discount
os it takes extra work to make things
optional.) This way if a teacher did not
expectto needthe directory they could
not receive it ond save the paper.
Maybeyou could wri@ Noel and
express your views. (l olready have).

VFJ Editot's reply: Hi again,Terry! |
appreciate your view. I believe that
there are teachers out there who do
not value receiving the Directory,and
it's very costly for us to produce. lt is
not known how many teacherc do
not value it. This is an item I have
considered polling the VF.f teacher
membership about, but haven't got-
ten to...There are other membership
topics I want to include in such a poll...

At this time, I do not want to <hange
the policy (without input from the
<ommunityl. Long ago,an oldVFt
staff had it as an optional (55) item to
add on to a teacher membership
(S25), but the problem with that is
that it drives up the per unit price if
we produce fewetso I'm not sure it
would be worth it to do it at all if it's
not for every teacher member. In
1 996, then-yF., Editors Lois Mahaney
and Liz Salada must have reached a
similar conclusion; they eliminated
the option and instead made the
teacher membership cost $30,which
included the Directory.

My feeling is maybe wefll discontinue
:t entirely, since the great majority of
active teachers elect (along with their
VFJmembership) to be listed on the
TCC Community Website, and most
folks can get online these days (if not
on their own computer,then on one
at the library or a friend or family
member's computer). There is infor-

not put out on the web (and won't),
so we would have to figure out how
to get that out to the teachers...per-
haps with a much-smaller listing of
that information put out less fre-
quently than every single yeaa

Again, no change for now - just
ruminating. Would want input flom
the entire community via some sort
of poll before making any changes.l

I sent in 535. to renew my VFJ sub-
scription at the end of November,
2002.

To date ... I received a copy of the
October, 2002VFJ (past tense, want-
ing the next coming (Jan) but never
received January or the 2003
Teacher's Directory.

I DID receive the April,2003 issue
yesterday.

I'd like the January issue + the
Teacher's Directory (if one was print-
ed) ...and don't feel the October,
2002 issue should have been sent
(as part of my year's subscription).

Thank you and would appreciate a
response...

Note I did e-mail VFJmembership@yahoo

a few days ago without response. A
possible change?

Ralph Garn
Syracuse, NY

lEditor's Note: Hi Ralph! You did
send your information to the right
place - VFJMembership@yahoo.com.
That reaches Doug Harne4who

continued onmation in the that we do
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Understanding
the T'ai Chi Chih form

By Justin Stone

fo be a good teacher,
I one must under-

stand the move-
ments-allof them.
Just to tell the students
to place their hands
here or there is certain-
ly not enough. In cer-
tain movements the
hips swiveland the
waist turns,which I wil l
emphasize in my video
to the Conference.
There are reasons why
we finish movements
by placing the hands
parallel to the floor-when we start moving, the Yin
and Yang aspects of the CHI separate, and coming
to rest in the described manner allows the YIN and
Yang to flow back together and we are not frag-
mented. The Cosmic Consciousness pose at the
end of our practice allows the YIN and Yang to com-
pletely come together, and we again are whole. All
these small bits of information must be conveyed
to the student. The correct shifting of the weight is
all-important. The circularity and polarity of each
movement must be pointed out. We do not just
push out in "Push Pull"; there is a slight circular
motion, and we emphasize one side or the other as
we push, to balance the Yang leg on the other side.
The visualization in "Pull ing in the Energy" is all-
important if one wants to receive the total benefit
of the movement.

It is taken for granted that teachers practise
each day and try to improve their own movements,
until, eventually, they will sink into the Essence of
theT'ai Chi Chih form (which many never reach)

and finally realize that no-one is
doing anything; T'aiChi Chih Joy Thru Movement is
doing T'aiChiChih Joy Thru Movement.

We are dealing with the Great Cosmic Force
(actually, far beyond the cosmos) in TCC practice
and can think of the CHI as the modus operandi of
Divinity if we are so-minded. In India this great
force is thought of as Shakti, and CHI is one with
this substance, without which there would be no
life or any manifestation at all. Think about this. lt's
not only the present that depends on this force;
your entire future is tied up with it, all the way to
lnfinity.

To be a shallow teacher and just point out
where the hands go is disappointing. Practise and
learn to understand the movements and the overall
meaning of T'aiChi Chih JoyThru Movement.

Tlee Vital Force



The Spirit of Kauai
By Ed Altman

l've done a lot of personal reflection since moving
Ito Kauai last year. Living in this island paradise
has had a strong influence on my life and my T'ai
ChiChih practice. Many teachers have asked what it
is like to live here and I am happy to respond briefly
in print.

First and foremost, Kauai is a place of spiritual
power. Many are drawn here to live their life's work
and it is no accident Noel and I ended up here. lt is
a place of tremendous personal growth and the
island is alive with the universal life force. Once,
years ago, while visiting Folsom prison with Justin
Stone, he spoke to a group of inmates. During his
talk he said:"From the Eastern point of view we are
all living the same life'j He was speaking about our
connection and unity through the life force, and
those words changed my way of thinking. They
brought me closer to an understanding of Universal
consciousness. In the same way,living here on
Kauai has allowed me to expand that moment of
awakening and live it more fully on a daily basis. I
am constantly reminded of it and called to live from
that place of truth in my thoughts, words and
actions.

I have also been profoundly affected by my
experience of the "Spirit of Aloha'j Far more than a
travel slogan, the Aloha spirit is a living art - a
path of the heart. The word itself has many mean-
ings: hello, goodbye, welcome, love, peace, compas-
sion, generosity, grace, etc. Like the essence of one's
T'ai Chi Chih practice, the spirit of Aloha is some-
thing each person must come to understand and
embody on his or her own terms. For me,when I
hear the word ?loha" my heart translates it as"let
there be love between us'i This feeling resonates
very strongly with the joy that comes from my per-
sonal T'aiChiChih oractice. lt must be shared.

On Kauai, growth is all around and cannot
be held back. Plants continue to grow throughout
the year and eventually overtake everything in their
path. Birds and wild chickens seem to callfrom
every tree and bush,and geckos and other insects
are commonplace within our home. Some are
more welcome than others. lt may be some time
before I greet a flying cockroach with the Aloha
spirit, but I know it is there for me to grow into. I
have a much easier time dealing with the geckos
who are our most prevalent visitors. Their chirping
calls sound a lot l ike laughter and ring through the
house encouraging us to join in.

With all this growth there is also a strong
sense of impermanence. Everything that has been
created will inevitably be destroyed. Even the island
itself is being worn away to return to the sea from
which it arose so many years ago. All life has sprung
from the ocean, and spending time playing in or walk-
ing along it is very rejuvenating. lt fills me with a
sense of strength, clarity, and simplicity. The motion
of the waves somehow brings stillness to the mind.
Especially when the full moon shines serenely over
the evening waters. lt speaks directly to the heart.

On Kauai, as in our T'ai Chi Chih practice, we
each must discover and explore the great strength
in softness. The opportunity to learn about and live
in accord with the life force is invaluable and there
is much to be grateful for. Those who are accredited
have something of great value to pass along to stu-
dents seeking depth and meaning in their lives.
May we continue to offer it with a sense of grati-
tude and clarity of heart. May all sincere students
experience joy in their T'ai Chi Chih practice, and
may the sincerity of our wonderful community sup-
port each of us in living a life of balance, integrity
and fulfillment.

JuIy 2OO3



Working With Energy Management
(Ener-chi Con nections)
By Christeen Mclain

I A rhen first learningT'aiChiChih JoyThru Movement,
V V practitioners may report a pleasant tingling sensa-
tion in their hands. Often the hands may become heavy,
feel either hot or cold to the touch, or become blochy or
red. The senses become awakened as one gradually
becomes aware to moving out of the "spell" of automatic
thinking and responses. With further practice of move-
ment, senses awaken throughout the body with itching,
hot or cold flashes, a sense of numbness, and tingling
throughout the upper and lower torso. The flow of the
electrical current becomes sparked and the sensation of
a gentle, consistent release of soothing tingling responses
occurs from head to toe. These responses vary from one
individual to another. One of my students, after weekly
practices for 10 years, was preparing to move out of town.
She was a cancer survivor. She stated that in all the
years she had been working with me, she had humored
my reflections on the sensory responses as she had never
felt those sensations. She reported "l practice [the] f'ci
Chi Chih [form] because I feel an overall sense of peace and
serenity. I also know it will keep me healthy. That is
what keeps me practicing." Grateful for her honesty, I
now let students know they may not feel anything but
better! There is no bne-stated'outcome for how one
feels when practicing this movement. Just try it and see
how YOU feel. All it takes is a willingness to learn some-
thing new.

As I have grown in understanding of how thethi'
or life force works through the body, the originator of
T'ai ChiChih )oyThru Movement-Justin F. Stone-has
affirmed our knowledge base with the teachings he has
learned from his travels to the East. When first accrediting
teachers with this form,Justin would diminish our enthu-
siasm as our psychic senses were enhanced. He stated
that each person has gifts which will be ignited by their
practice of the T'aiChiChih movements. The true
integrity of the chi will guide the person to mindfully fol-
low the path of expression granted'the face they were
before they were borni Often my students get impatient.
"Tell me more about the meridians,give me the upgrade
version of this form, you can't possibly know everything
by just doing these simple movements?!"were examples

of the requests and demands. lf students returned to
classes after years of absence, comments such as:"Why
didn't you tell me that then?" might arise. After training
with Justin for years, I would know how he would
respond -"Why do you have five fingers?" With his Zen
training, he answers questions with questions. With my
nursing training,l answer questions with what I know
and state"The chi continues to teach me. When you
practice, more becomes known'l

Each of us has our own truth. Our truth may
change as we grow in our understanding of life and the
lessons wdve chosen to work on this life time. lt is the
greatest gift to speak the truth as we know it-and then
accept that our truth may change! Justin is true to what
he knows, I am true to what I know. Being true to the
self is what counts. ln this way, we can accept and
acknowledge differences. Intellectual battles decrease
and power struggles dissipate. Fertile ground for self-
growth in relationship to another is established.

I have been acclimated and under the spell of
intellectual achievements and knowledge base accom-
plishments. Through the years I have discovered this can
occupy my time completely. Does this bring happiness?

Often one's habit energy patterns or vashanas
with "doing'j achieving or over-achieving can gobble up
one's happiness. Like the little Pac-man video game...
gobble gobble gobble. Does this bring success?

Who is in command of this one precious,
priceless life?
Who is the saboteur in your life?
And just where did you place those car keys?
ls your life mind-filled or mind-ful?

Giving oneself the opportunity to experience
"serenity in the midst of activity" is not just about the
outer environment-it is about the inner environment
in our own mind/body. T'aiChi Chih JoyThru Movement
has been a teacher to, in, and through me since 1978.
The journey is an adventure, an awakening.

The breeze at morning has secretsto tellyou-
don't go back to sleep

The Vital Force

-J.Rumi



Seek Peace Within
By April Leffler

lustin Stone has often said that the
J interior landscape is far more vast
than anything in the materialworld.

This statement may not make
sense to people who focus on acquir-
ing things to validate their sense of
self-worth. Perhaps this statement
doesn't even register on society's ra-
dar screen, where much of the focus
is external on bigger, better, and faster
and on buying even more stuff.

The frenzied pace of the
world seems to be sweeping people
into a river of chaos, confusion, fear,
unhappiness, uncertainty and imbal-
ance. Stress and burnout seem to
beTHE NORM.

What are we to do to keep up and survive as we
continue to gobble up life? This continualfast pace is
taking a toll on us as individuals, as a society, as a nation,
and as a planet.

Let's consider that perhaps the world has gotten
into such an extreme state of madness and turmoil be-
cause of the cumulative effect of several billion individuals'
dissatisfaction and inner turmoil. lmagine that the current
state of the planet is simply a mirror image of the cumu-
lative inner landscape of billions of people! The violence
and aggression in the world reflects the violence and
aggression within us as individuals. How many people
can truly look in the mirror and feel love and acceptance
for themselves? How many of us are self-critical and
judgmental? Aren't these forms of violence? How many
of us add stress to our bodies through consumption of
alcohol, sugar, caffeine, nicotine and a poor diet? Aren't
these forms of pollution? How many people are battling
illness and disease? Doesn't this sound like war?

Additionally, reminding our

What can we DO to s-l-o-w d-o-w-n and savor
life? We can start first by BEING rather than DOING.
Practicing the 7'ai ChiChih form in a mindful manner is
an excellent way to begin to slow down and get in
touch with our inner landscapes.

Tai ChiChih students (and ourselves) to return the
attention to the soles of the feet and take a deep breath,
gently allows us to bring our focus to the present
moment. The habits of worrying about the future and
obsessing about the past often melt away over time, as
we repeatedly focus on the moment and breathe
deeply. We begin to concentrate on our interior land-
scape. After experiencing an hour or so of quiet, we
begin to get in touch with those areas that are out of
balance. As the mind begins to quiet down,the body
follows and becomes relaxed (and vice versa). lt is com-
mon for tension, stress and worries to fall away.

Many people are amazed when they experience
feelings of peace and quiet during a Tai ChiChih class.
Such feelings are often a dramatic contrast to what they
are used to experiencing. Eventually this peaceful and
quiet awareness spreads into our lives as we practice
daily, the T'ai Chi Chih form.

lmagine feelings of peace and quiet BEING THE
NORM in our lives, in our society, in our nation and on
our planet! ls it crazy to think that the condition of the
planet is just a mirror of our cumulative inner land-
scape? Who knows? But wouldn't it be nice for each of
us to contribute to peace by starting within?
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For third straight year, Sedon a, AZ is
site of T'ai Chi Chih retreat

By Robin Spencer
Course Host

& Sue Kenney
Participating Teacher

This was truly a time of
retreating from the worl4
immersing ourselves in Tai
Chi Chih practice for three
days & experiencing the flow
of Chi as the energy of Love.
We relaxed in the secluded
beauty of nature... refreshed
ourTCC practice...and
renewed body, mind & spirit.

Leaving our busy lives be-
hind,30 of us anticipated our
weekend retreat as we drove
through the beautiful red rock coun-
try near Sedona, Arizona. Just off the
freeway, the12-mile dirt road pro-
vided amazing vistas of wild flowers
blooming in the desert, as well as
distant mesas and powerful moun-
tains. lt was easy to see why these
red rock formations and nearby ener-
gy vortexes attract many yearly visi-
tors to the great Southwest Desert.

At the end of the dirt road, we
arrived at the Mago Healing Garden
and were immediately impressed by
the seclusion of this property. The
buildings, designed by a student of
Frank Lloyd Wright, were construct-
ed to blend into the desert and red
bluffs. Our simple rooms and pre-
dominately vegetarian meals pro-
vided exactly what we needed.

Led by Pam Towne,this long week-
end offered us all...teachers, students,

teachers-to-be...an opportu n ity to
deepen our TaiChiChih practice.
We were united in the awareness
that we are all perpetual students,
disciples of a form that reveals
much about our inner selves. We
experienced the vast landscape
around us as we explored the far
more vast interior landscape.

During our initial evening gather-
ing,we were asked to empty our-
selves of worries, travel energies
and expectations. We were asked
to express our intentions for the
weekend. As we shared around the
circle, John Smallwood from
Bethesda, Maryland said his inten-
tion was "to be peace." That
thought permeated through all of
us and helped define our entire
retreat experience.

There was a gentle flow to each
day as we began our mornings

with group practice outside in an
open area among red rocks. Each
day included morning & afternoon
workshop sessions during which

The Vital Force



Pam,with her softness of
movement and her soft-
ness of presence, encour-
aged us to examine and
refine our movements.

Justin Stone's empha-
sis on the importance of
"How to Move" was
upperrmost as we
explored the underlying
principles of flowing from
the center, moving with
softness, yinning & yang-
in g correctly, ci rcu larity,
polarity and focusing in
the soles of the feet.

The presence ofteach-
ers, students and teach-
ers-in-training allowed
us to accomplish much.
We worked in small
groups and with partners, always
with the purpose of discovering
"How to Move"with greater ease &
less muscular effort. With joy in our
hearts and smiles on our faces, we
sang "Joy, Joy, Healing Thru Joy" to
conclude our practice.

The theme for the retreat was
"Filling the Empty Cup." lnitially,we
were asked to empty our cup - our
life. Only after we emptied would
we be able to receive. Each of us
was given a smallwhite cup and
every evening,we received a filling
gift. The first evening we received
hot tea as a symbol of nourishment
and love; the second evening we re-
ceived the cup containing a lit can-
dle as a symbolof the l ight in our
lives; and on the final evening we
received special rocks as a symbol
of life, the vital force and grounding
energy from our earth. Taking the
cup and rocks home provide a
reminder of this retreat experience.

The days were brought to a close
with a Sacred Circle Dance, during

which we affirmed: "there is no divi-
sion...only unity...the Chi that flows
in you...is the same that flows in me."

Initially, we were strangers arriving
from Alaska, New Jersey, Oklahoma,
California and states in between.
Amidst our Toi ChiChrh practices, our
leisurely meals and free time to reflect
and explore, we formed a strong
bond. In the end,we were sad to
leave this place of beauty, together-
ness, Chi and "being peace". Yet we
left feeling filled with love, joy and
gratitude. Thank you Justin!

Attendee Comments:
Sedona is one of most beautiful
places in the world, so it seems natu-
ral for the chi to flow. I came to this
retreat,anticipating a change from a
long period of inactivity due to multi-
ple surgeries. The sharing of love and
peace proved to be a healing experi-
ence. Pam and the other teachers
were generous with their knowledge;
I knowthat my own practice has

improved. lwill remember this time
with joy.

Ellen Greyson
Santa Barbara,CA

I came to rest in divinity. To be with
the rich barrenness ofthe desert. To
experience liberation within the con-
finements of theTai ChiChih practice
and of the isolated location. And to
be surprised. I rested. I was enriched. I
was liberated. And I will continue to
be surprised as the blessings of this
time are revealed to me.

Sue Kenney
5acramento, CA

When I bring softness to my practice,
it allows chi to bubble up through my
body. When lbring softnessto my life,
it allows emotions to bubble up
through my soul.

Rita Otis
Omaha, NE
Student of Sr. Maureen Conroy
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First-ever TCC Intensive, held in NJ,
attracts 20 teachers and students

By Dan Pienciak
Course Host

As spring brought forth the
blooming process so too did
my interior landscape unfold
and bloom.

Sharon Matesi
Pennsylvania

It was good to be back
once again in famil iar and
welcoming surroundings at
the Mount Saint Francis
Retreat Center in Ringwood,
NJ for the first T'ai Chi Chih
Intensive course held early
in May. The naturalsetting
was just as beautiful, if quite I think it is accurate for me to write

that, for the teachers there, it was
strange to experience what felt like
the first three-and-a-half days of a
teacher accreditation, and yet know-
ing that it was not a teacher accredi-
tation. Students were there, of
course: one serious student, and 10
students preparing to attend a
future accreditation course when
ready.

And so, we found ourselves in old,
yet new territory. I think that for me,
this fact first"hit home"when Pam
admitted,"l've realized that I don't
know how this course is going to
end up on Tuesday!" And so, with
her very able guidance, knowledge,
and years of experience, we
explored together and found a very
beneficial path toward improving
the"flowing from the centerland
embodiment of all of the other prin-
ciples of how to move in ourTCC
practice.

As our days progressed, the word
"lntensive" rang more clearly in our
ears as a very appropriate name for
this course. ln seated sessions fol-
lowing meals, Pam went over the
principles of how to move in detail
and we all, teachers and students
alike took helpful notes for our
future and immediate use. Later
each morning and afternoon, we
opened ourselves to new awareness
of these principles in our own
movements, working as partners,
and observing each other as well.
What better way to describe our
experiences than in the words of
some of those who attended!

I have truly refined and deepened my
T'aiChiChih practice.

Sr. Rita Jean DuBrey, CSJ
NewYork

The most valued and valuable lesson I
have received at theTCC lntensive is

different from last October (where
the NJ Seijaku and TCC Teacher
Trainings were held in 2002).
Instead of a riot of colored foliage
that intensified as the week pro-
gressed, mere signs of life at the
beginning of the weekend became
buds, and then actual green leaves
by the day we left. The message of
nature was clear: the new begin-
nings of something good....

It was especially good to gather
for this Intensive, knowing that it
was the fruition of much expressed
need for increased opportunity for
serious students, and especially for
aspiring teacher candidates to work
on their movements before they
arrive at a teacher training, as well
as a response to teachers to want to
learn how to better know what to
look for in teacher candidates with
whom they are working (as wellas
in their own movements!).

10 The Vital Force



the confidence I now
have in the internal
wisdom -the prajna.
By trusting the know-
ledge within,l need
only to apply practice
and time,to be assured
of progress inTCC
practice, and growth in
understanding.

Bill Moore
New Jersey
Student of
Fran Warren

For the first time,l have
come to experience
and to understand the
movements of T'ai Chi
Chih [JoyThru
Movementl as on integrated whole....
and I feel lhave begun to more clearly
and really experience the Chi. I leave
more deeply committed to daily prac-
tice and to growing with it. The spirit-
ed atmosphere of these days, of the
group,was key to all of the above
being able to happen for me. Thank
you so much,for so very much.

Sheila Leonard
Nevvfoundland, Canoda
Video-l nstructed Student

I began the class doing'cosmetic'
movements (and not realizing that)
and left knowing far more about
myself.

Diana Bahn
NewYork

Thankyou for the deeper level of soft-
ness,and the sense of FLOW that I am
going home with.

LuciaVeteran
Pennsylvania

This course has been a great spiritual

so much about emptying myself,let-
ting go of tension and expectations.
MyTCC movements feel like they are
flowing better than before. This
course has helped me tremendously
in deepening and correcting myTCC
movements.

Cindy Behler
New Jersey
Student of Sr.Juanita Morales

But what about that darned signa-
ture??? !!!

Yes, 10 of 1 1 students came to the
intensive as part of their preparation
for teacher training. And what won-
derful preparation it was! Perhaps
there are those who would measure
the success of a teacher training
course by the number of participating
candidates who actually get accred-
ited at that course. Makes sense.

At this course, however, it was real-
ized by Pam and | (and hopefully by
all who attended) that the success
of the course was not to be meas-
ured by referral signatures given

demonstrate and embody the prin-
ciples of T'aiChi Chih )oyThru Move-
ment in their movements). Rather,
its most definite success came in that
ALL who attended left with a more
clear understanding of their own
practice, and for those aspiring to be-
come teachers, understanding clearly
their level of preparation and what
still needs "work" in their practice.

I think I can safely (and happily)
report that every teacher there left
understanding our own "homework"
to be done, and more confident and
respectful of what is needed from a
teacher in helping a student who is
a "teacher-cand idate" better prepare
for an accreditation course. A strong
recommendation for both other
teachers and serious students to at-
tend a future Intensive will certainly
be part of that newfound confidence!

And I also think I can accurately re-
port that each student left the course
more confident in the sincerity and
availability of assistance from teach-
ers and the TCC community at large,

experience for me. tt has taught me | (indicating ability of the student to E continued on page 30
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May 28-31 , 2003

Students and teachers fi nd value in
attending TCC Intensive in lllinois

By Donna McElhose
Course Host

Midwestern hospitality bloomed
Tuesday night at the home of
Bobbie Weichman. Local students
brought deliciously prepared food
to share with the Intensive atten-
dees that came from Florida,
Nebraska, Missouri, Indiana, lowa,
California, Wisconsin and I llinois.

Thru the combination of the
potluck dinner, sharing conversa-
tions, and Pam's discussion on the
Intensive, the attendees came
together,feeling more relaxed and
finding new friends. A ceremony of
sharing the chi, and bringing al l  into
the circle concluded the first
evening. The stage was set.

The first day began with Pam dis-
cussing exceptions and letting go of
them, encouraging us at the very
beginning to relax,flow from the
center, and to set our intentions for
the Intensive and asking each stu-
dent and teacher to let go, empty
their cup of expectations, high or
low of l imit ing thoughts, and
restrictions holding them back. The
days seemed to fly by - principles
being applied, adjustments made,
letting go of old habit energies,
meeting new mistakes, and review-
ing our intentions.

Lectures, group practice and full
practices filled the days, as each
absorbed what they could to
improve their individual practice,
the empty cup of the first day slow-
ly filling with new understanding of

the flowing of the T'aiChiChih dis-
cipl ine.

A special thank you to Roberta
Taggart and Anne Perkins for arriv-
ing very early each morning. They
offered extra help and assistance to
the attendees, with each person
receiving assistance with what they
needed. Receiving gentle instruc-
tions that they incorporated into
their new understanding of their
practice. The attendees loved this
time.

Itruly enjoyed hosting the sec-
ond Intensive - meeting new
friends first by email and by phone,
then in person at the Intensive.
Thank you all for the delight you
brought to this gathering of serious
T'ai Chi Chih practitioners. lt felt as
if each attendee left with a new
blossoming of their practice, as a
bud - slowly opening to become
fulland then to become a bud
again. May al l  of you continue to
blossom anew.

Attendee Comments:
The purpose of the lntensive was to
enhance the lntrinsic Energy Flow. lt
did!

Gregory Robert Buss

This experience was joyful. Being in a
loving,supported, and nonjudgmental
environment is most gratifying. All
seri ou s stu dents, es peci a I ly those
aspiring to be teachers,will benefit
greatly from experiencing an inten-

sive. You will come to know your
practice on a much deeper level and
discover many aspects ofTaiChi Chih
practice that were always there but
now they are blossoming. This was a
great experience. Simply Great!

Bob Steffen

This intensive deepened my practice.
Definitely going to a different level. I
also came to see my attachment to
being a teocher. I came to see that as
differentfrom my desireto be a
teacher. Perhaps what I think is lifting
me up is actually holding me down.
What I cling to - thinking it makes
me look good or makes me right or
makes me better than others (those

a point while demonstrating Anchor
as (|.-RJ.'Lisa Jacobs, student of Donna

Teacher Robin Kidd, and (far right),
ta Otis, student of Sr. Maureen Conroy look
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poor unfortunotes who don't have my
wisdom) - is really keeping me
attached when I wos creoted to fly.

Rita Otis
Student of Sr.Maureen Conroy

I came to the lntensive to deepen and
enrich my practice of T'ai Chi Chih Joy
Thru Movement. I got what I came for
- and more! The teachers who par-
ticipated contributed enormously. lt
was so enriching to me to have several
perspectives and so many role models.
Each of the participants warmth and
sincerity touched me deeply. Donna
McElhose was the ultimate host -
from the first e-mail contact to the
conclusion.

Ann MarieWyrsch
Student of KathyVieth Albers

by fellow teacher Roberta Taggart in step-
ping forward to the right depth, while Lisa
Jacobs, student of Donna McElhose, works
on her own, Photo: Donna McElhose

I really enjoyed these three-and-
a-half doys of intensive work,
thought provoking lectures and
sharing in the principles ofTai
Chi Chih JoyThru Movement. I
am coming awaywith a better
understanding of Yin &Yang and
where it is (and is not) in myTCC
movements. I better understand
how theTCC movements are really
a small part (or not the total pic-
ture) of whatTCC JoyThru Move-
ment is all about,i.e.the spiritual
aspect - letting go,Zen,the
empty cup. l think Pam Towne is
a lovely person, and embodies the
TCC spirit (as does my teacher,
Donna McElhose). Donna did o
great job preparing us for the in-
tensive and I am stillamazed at
just how much I have received
from this workhop. I totally rec-
ommend this to other serious
students of the TCC form. Roberto
Taggart has also been a wonder-
ful addition and helper as aTCC
teacher,and I've enjoyed her sug-
gestions and tips/ideos as well.

The spirt of nonjudgement has
helped me overcome some of my
over self-criticism to allow for
greater advance. I am excited to con-
tinue my self-practice as I have found
greater awarcness of ChL

I thinkthis intensive is necessary for
teacher training. Keep up the good
work!

Lisa Jacobs
Student of Donna McElhose

The four day intensive in Gurnee was
a joyous experience. Donna and her
students were welcoming hosts. All of
the attendees were generous and car-
ing (so nice to know we all share the
same journey). The assisting teachers
were availoble and willing to help us
workthrough any and allissues. The

T'ai Chi Chih community is truly blessed
to have Pam as a teacher trainer. Her
joy is contagious and her direction
and guidance much oppreciated. I
am so grateful for this experience and
highly recommend it to others.

Carol Raasch
Former Student of
Sr. Merrie Frances Seidl

I think that every serious student or
teacher should attend an lntensive to
renew their form and increase their
knowledge.

Judy Pritchett

continued on page 14
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Event feedback
continuedfrom poge 13

My first thought was an "ego"
thought, but an important one - I
survived the Four-Day lntensive quite
well having Fibromyalgia. lt was such
a pleasure to meet seriousTCC stu-
dents and teachers from different
parts of the country. We built a spe-
cialbond while learning newthings
about ourselves and our practice. I
would like to see more small group
work with teachers. I learned and
grew the most in those sessions,
Problems could be caught and
worked on immediotely. I especially
would like to thank teachers Roberta,
Donna, and Anne for getting up early
to work with us before the regular ses-
sion started. Thankyou to Pam for
sharing her knowledge of theTCC
form. A big thankyou to Donna for
sponsoring this lntensive work shop!

BobbieWeichman
Student of Donno McElhose

Value of this lntensive is very high. lt
allowed meto discover my defaults
and createthe program for improve-
ment.

I would like to thank all teachers and
students for sharing their experiences,
and giving me the opportunity to
share mine. Special thanks to Pam for
not just observing and correcting my
mistokes, but for showing how to
teach: with patience, integrity, and
Teh - inner sincerity.

Alla Meerson
Student of Robin Kidd

I enjoyed the community of people I
met here. lt gave me o better broader

view of techniques,and variations of
abilities. I sincerely hope the organi-
zation starts requiring CEU's and/or
recertification in the near future to
encourage all teachers to be on the
same level plane. Thiswillgreatly
help in achieving consistency around
the country between teachers. lf you
are able to grow to this level at this
juncture,the teachers will be needing
a teaching or teachers guide video to
assist them growing in their isolated
area of the country and prepare for
recertification process down the road.
Thankyou for this community that
continues to evolve.

Andrea Skillman
Student of Donna McElhose

lwould highly recommend to others
- both teachers and students- that
they take part in an lntensive. As a
teacher,l know it has helped me deep-
en my practice ond my life. lalso
think it was good prac:tice to the stu-
dents being in a somewhat pressured
situation before going to a teacher
training. I wish there was some way
to make it a linle more reloxed,but I
guess that is what retreats are for.
And I am Ieftwondering - ISTHE
BARTOO HIGH? I still have to get my
thought together about that question.

Robin Kidd

Caring environment - at the very
beginning when working with a part-
ner to be a "loving Mirror" and this set
the tone of the whole lntensive - the
free giving and receiving of helpful
and honest comments to one another,
in a supportive community.

I loved Pam's emphasis on finding
three major points to work on in our
practice (a practical checklist to take
ho me), somethi n g equ al ly i m portant
for students and teachers.

I felt that both the students (and cen
tainly I as o teacher) craved even
more i ndivid ua I co rrectio ns, an d
would have benefited from more
small-group work.

Anne Perkins

As an experienced teacher attending
my first intensive,l found the opportu-
nity to explore bosic principles ofT'ai
ChiChih [practice] with greater
awareness a n d app li cation, fi na I ly
feeling the connection of hands,feet
ond t'on t'ien in a way that gave the
term"continltity" a deeper level of
u n d ersta n di n g/i nteg rati o n.

RobertaTaggart

lnvaluable! ldon't know how anyone
could do teacher training without the
intensive. I received help, direction
and gentle coffection thot lcould not
have gotten anywhere else. lwould
recommend it to all serious students.

Lyn Majchrzak
Former Student of
5r. Merrie Frances Seidl
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Head of TCC Community clarifies
purpose and format of new course

By Ed Altman

fhis year the T'aiChi Chrh community began offering a
I new type of course to allow serious students and

accredited T'aiChiChih teachers to work side-by-side to
improve their personal practice. Two such T'aiChi Chih
Intensive courses have been offered thus far and both
were wellattended. The feedback l've received from
these courses has been nearly all positive, but there are
certainly some further improvements to be made. This
type of fine-tuning is to be expected with any new
course offering, and l'd like to address some concerns
raised about these courses in the last month.

As stated in previous issues of TheVital Force,
attendance at an f ntensive course is strictly optional.
Neither teachers nor students are required to attend for
any reason. There is afso no signed referral needed to
attend an Intensive course, but students need to have
practiced theT'aiChi Chih movements for at least one
year and be recommended by their teacher. This allows
the course to provide a challenging level of instruction
for both serious students and accredited teachers rather
than just catering to the needs of beginning students.

The size of Intensive courses is limited to 20 peo-
ple to ensure that all attendees receive personal atten-
tion from the course instructor. Every attendee is treated
as a sincere student, and everyone will have the oppor-
tunity to practice with the group, have their movements
reviewed and receive feedback and suggestions. The
course also includes time to speak about the underlying
philosophy of the movements to gain a deeper under-
standing of how to move well. This topic is always
taught in a teacher training course and will be of great
interest to many students.

Regardless of one's commitment or level of pro-
ficiency,Intensive attendees will find valuable instruc-
tion and feedback about their T'ai Chi Chih practice. The
Intensive will be very valuable for serious students want-
ing to go deeper into their T'aiChi Chih practice without
the necessity to become accredited to teach. For those

who want to become accredited, I believe the Intensive
will give them a greater level of preparation and confi-
dence going into their accreditation course.

T'aiChi Chrh Intensive course instructors have
extensive teaching experience and will give teacher can-
didates realistic feedback on their readiness to attend an
accreditation course. They may even be asked to pro-
vide a"second referralsignature"for some attendees. lf
Pam, Sandy or I feel a teacher candidate is moving well
and ready to attend a teacher training, we will provide a
referral at the conclusion of the Intensive. lf not, the stu-
dent will leave the Intensive with a good sense of what
lies ahead before such a referral would be appropriate.
However,the second referral sionature can be received
from anv accredited teacher. and focus on this signature
will not be a major concern during the lntensive course.

Accredited teachers have sometimes expressed
frustration that when they audit a teacher training
course the focus is on the candidates rather than the
auditors. This is as it should be, but it leaves many audi-
tors wanting more personal instruction from a senior
teacher. lt has also been said that although the teach-
ers'conference is a wonderful opportunity to deepen
one's commitment to teaching the T'ai Chi Chih move-
ments, the size of the group makes it difficult to get per-
sonal instruction from Sandy, Pam or myself. At last
year's conference it was clear that teachers seek a more
intimate setting to work on improving their personal
practice with some of our community's most experi-
enced teachers. The Intensive course is that setting.

T'ai Chi Chih Intensive courses are not for every-
one, but they were created in response to the interest of
sincere students and accredited teachers during the last
several years. I hope all members of our community will
consider attending an lntensive, and I encourage teach-
ers to tell their students about these courses. I trust that
those who attend an Intensive will not only find it help-
ful in deepening their personal T'ai Chi Chrh practice, but
will also discover a stronger sense of sincerity and fel-
lowship within the f'ai ChiChih community.
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June 1 2-1 5.2003

By Noel Altman
Course Host

The winds sing of it,the rain folls
through it, the palms move to it,
the earth churns with it,the oceon
rolls in it. lt is spirit moving form.
It is the soulof all creation.
It is aloha.

-What isfhisfhing C

As we watched from under the
protection of our huge lanai (a
roofed, but open on all sides,wood-
en deck), it appeared as if a light
snowfallwas wafting down in a
diagonal direction from the moun-
tains behind the bunkhouse towards
the lawn that expanded out from the
lanai. "lt's so beautiful......" a teacher
gushed. "lt looks like snow doesn't

First-ever TCC retreat on "garden isle"
of Kauai "transforming" for attendees

it?"another
asked.

That was
just one
magical
moment of
many
(including
views of
the full
moon aris-
ing from
behind the
clouds after
our evening
campfire
and
s'mores, and two sightings of dou-
ble rainbows in a cloudy/sunny sky).

For so many, this retreat was a com-
plete departure from their everyday
lives. We were in magical surround-
ings, in cool (not humid) Kokee State
Park, on the beautiful, tropicalisland
of Kauai, Hawaii from June 12-15.
There was no snow but there were
frequent "mistfalls" of rain which only
added to the renewing, refreshing as-
pect of the retreat. Fortunately, and,
again, almost magically, the rain
would usually mist down when we
were safely protected under the cov-
ered lanai, flowing in our T'ai ChiChih
practice, or eating a meal inside the
cozy lodge (which l just found out is
on the Register of National Historic
Sites), or even at the tail end of our
(optional) two-hour "Hawaiiana" hike
by a Sierra Club guide - just as we
reached the entrance to the camp!

Was the universe, or the chi, or
whatever you may call the great
force which moves this world, at work

taking care of us for this only-days-
long-yet-somehow-timeless moment
in time, creating a kocoon" as
TeacherTrisha Jewellen Hargaden
from New York called it? | think all
who attended would agree,Yes, it
was so. And as Course Instructor Ed
Altman added to Trisha's comment,
"lt has been like a cocoon that we
may all like to stay in, and yet -
what is the purpose of a cocoon?"
We all nodded, knowing the answer.
"Transformation," he stated.

Teachers and students from as far
away as New York, New Jersey, lllinois,
New Mexico, California and even Alas-
ka made the long journey to attend
this retreat in Hawaii. The great maj-
ority of them decided to take advan-
tage of coming by expanding their
visit by several days or even up to a
full two or three weeks of exploration
of this and other Hawaiian islands.

We had a small, intimate group of
12 attendees, plus Ed and l, and our
fantastic caterer, Caela, who not only
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(second from left, at front of group) in refining Doughter in theValley duting a move'
session on the wood-planked open-air lanai in the cool morning air while the sounds

birds and wild roosters could be heard from the surrounding jungle.
Photo: Noel

prepared each creative and beauti-
fully-presented meal from scratch
(using many fruits and vegetables she
had grown herself), but also catered
individually to the varied dietary res-
trictions of our attendees. Nearly
every person listed Caela's cooking
as one of their favorite aspects of
the retreat on the evaluation forms.
"Caela's food was outstanding & a
spiritua I experience," noted Teacher
Nancy Jo Bleier from Alaska.

"l felt every detail was taken care
of,from the bathroom details to
bedclothes, spare towels, water -

everything we could take for granted
was thought through, making our
stay easy, pleasant and happy,"
noted Trisha.

With the physical needs taken care
ol each person was free to move ever
deeper in his/her T'ai Chi Chih prac-
tice. I asked Ed, since we had such a
small group, to treat everyone as a
student (even the most experienced
teachers - giving them much-
needed time and space to delve
deeply - internally - into their own

practices, without having to maintain
an external focus, as they do when
teaching classes). The teachers
seemed to greatly appreciate this.
"We ARE all students," Ed stated.
Every teacher nodded in agreement.

"ln the time we had, a lot of the prin-
ciples were covered. . . . Ed led
everyone to a greater depth in their
practice," noted Teacher Donna
McElhose of lllinois. She added that
"being a student, not having to be
in teacher mode"was one of the
favorite parts of the retreat for her.

"Ed gave over 1000/o Teaching to
us. His suggestions in moving, being
soft - moving/flowing from the
Center - are building in me and
myTCC practice,"wrote Nancy Jo.

"[There was a] good balance of full
practices for generating compound
chi and focused work on principles.
. . . I liked the focus on principle
rather than the fine detail (ie. nit-
picking)," noted Teacher RuthE Man-
delfrom New Mexico.

Trisha noted,"Ed,l really liked how
you facilitated the group. lt allowed
me to drop down to a deeper level
& focus on my form. I appreciated
the lack of pressure; it allowed me
also to experiment."

"Ed respected each person's expe-
rience & level of TCC [practicel &
began from there - everyone ben-
efitted. . . . This retreatexceeded
my expectations in the input on
'how to move.' Ed's teaching
becomes clearer & more refined in
helping me to understand principles
& apply them," wroteTeacher Sr.
Antonia Cooper of New Jersey.

ln his closing remarks on Sunday,
Ed noted how pleased he was to see
that Sr.Antonia (a longtime and
much-looked-to senior teacher) had
been completely immersed internally
beginning with the first practice on
Thursday afternoon. Although she
had four of her students in atten-
dance, she wasn't looking at them.

continued on page 23

) looks on, Sierra Club guide Les Ventura
down a branch ofthe Koa Tree

guided hike. He explained that the
adaptive species, after suffering years

drought in which it lost most of its tiny
leaves,actually produced a nery larger type

leaf so that it could still photosynthesize.
Today, the species grows with both types
leaves on its branches! Photo: Noel Altman
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Calendar of Events

Resident fee: 5560 CAN.
Commuter fee: 5360 CAN.

1 8TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
T'AI CHI CHI H TEACHERS' CONFERENCE
Location: Banff,Alberta,CANADA
Contact Chery Ann Hoffmeyer

P.O. Box 57032
2020 Sherwood Drive
Sherwood ParkAlberta
CANADA,T8A5L7
Phone: (780)467-8701
e-mail: chaiholistichealth@shaw.ca

TCC TEACHER TRAINING
w/ ED ALTMAN
Location: Gurnee,lL(ChicagoArea)

13, Contact: Donna McElhose
18160 Twin Lakes Btvd. I lNou TCC TEACHER RENEWAL (eam - 4pm)

Wildwood,ll 60030 I il5, w/EDALTMAN
phone: (U7) 223-6065 I 12003 Location: Albuquerque, NM

e-mail: Dmcelhosechi@aol.com I i Contact For the NM TCC Center:
I I Ann Rutherford

TCC Teacher Training Fee: S45O 1 , 1534 Wagon Train SE

1 , Albuquerque, NM 87123
(Registration and payment need to be completed Z t Annt Phone: (505) 292-5114
by July 31,2003) t , e-mail: ruthergary@aol.com

Attendance Fee: 540

TCC TEACHER RENEWAL (9am - 4pm)
w/ED ALTMAN
Location: Gurnee,lL(ChicagoArea)
Contact Donna McElhose

18160Twin Lakes Blvd.
Wildwood,lL 60030
Phone: (847)223-6065
e-mail: Dmcelhosechi@aol.com

Attendance Fee: S30

TCC RETREAT
w/PAMTOWNE
Location: SantaBarbara,CA
Contact Linden Royce

639 Festivo St.
Oxnard,CA 93030
Phone: (805) 983-4023
e-mail: timl indy@msn.com

(Contact host for pricing information.
Note: Space limited to 30 attendees.)

TCCWORKSHOP
w/PAMTOWNE
Friday: 1pm-5:30pm
Saturday: 8:30am-11:30am

TCCTEACHER RENEWAL (12:30pm - 5:30pm)
w/PAMTOWNE
Location: LubbockTX
Contact Nancy Beck

P.O. Box 94664
LubbockTX 79493-4664
Phone: (806) 799-6603
e-mai l: warpweav@nts-online.net

TCC Workhop (Students): S35

TCC Workshop or Renewal Fee (Teachers): 535
Discounted rate (Teachers),both days: 550
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Nou
1 7
thru
22,
2003

TCCTEACHERTRAINING
W / ED ALTMAN
Location: Albuquerque,NM
Contact Forthe NMTCC Center

Ann Rutherford
1534 Wagon Train 5E
Albuquerque,NM 87123
Ann's Phone: (505) 292-5"114
e-mail: ruthergary@aol.com

TCCTeacherTraining Fee: 5450

Jan. TCC INTENSIVE
27 w/EDALTMAN
thru Location: Santa Barbara,CA
30, Contact PamTowne
2OO4 107 Calle Vista

Camari l lo,CA 93010-171 1
Phone: (805) 987-3607
e-mail: ptowne@inreach.com

Student/IeacherAttendanceFee: 5200

TCCTEACHERTRAINING
w/SANDY McALISTER
Location: Ringwoo4 NJ
Contact Dan Pienciak

P.O. Box 122
Ocean Grove,NJ 07756
Phone: (732) 988-5865
e-mail: wakeupdaniel@aol.com

TCCTeacherTraining Fee: 5450

Nov.
t 8
thru
23,
2003

April TCC INTENSIVE
22 w /SANDY MaALISTER
thru Location: Houston,TX
25, Contact Sr.Carletta LaCour,OP
2OO4 6505 Almeda Road

Houston,TX 77021
Phone: (713)741-8298
-  o r ,
E-mail Caroline Guilott: rcsguilott@aol.com

Student/TeacherAttendanceFee: 5200
Nov. DAY OF"JOYTHRU MOVEMENT"
20, CELEBRATINGT'AICHICHIHPRACTICE
2003 Location: Worldwide

(Teacher Aida Wilks initiated this annual celebration
which folls on Justin Stone's birthday, Nov.20)

SEIJAKU TEACHER TRAINING
w / ED ALTMAN
Locatlon: San Francisco Bay Area, CA
Contact Athene Mantle

1717'D" St.
Hayward,CA 94541
Phone: (510) 886-3829
e-mail: chigoddess@hotmail.com

Seijaku Teacher Training Fee: $300
Auditing Seijaku Teachers: $20

fan.
23
thru
25,
2004

Justin Stone is the Originator of T'ai Chi Chih! loyThru Movement
Ed Altman is the Head of the T'ai Chi Chih Community

Sandy McAlister and Pam Towne are T'ai Chi Chih Teacher Trainers
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TCC Teachers' Conference 2003:
"Joy on the Mountaintop"
Registrations are "flowing" in for the annual teachers'
conference - is your registration in yet? I am sure that
you want to be part of this history making event, the
firstT'oi Chi Chih Teachers'conference to be held outside
the United States and in the picturesque setting of the
Canadian Rocky mountains. As of press time, there were
105 teachers registered and 13 significant others are
joining them. We hope you will be joining us as we are
"inspired" in our T'aiChi Chih practice and our teaching,
as we"refine"our T'ai ChiChrh practice and teaching
skif fs, and, as we renew our commitment to T'ai ChiChih
practice and teaching.

See you soon in beautiful Banff as we joyfully flow with
the chi on the mountaintop.

- Chery Ann Hoffmeyer

Master's degree thesis study by
TCC teacher proves that practice
positively affects blood pressure
and balance in young adults
Eastern philosophies and alternative medical practices,
such as T'ai Chi Chih GCC) Joy Thru Movement, a gentle
form of exercise and meditation, are gradually becoming
more mainstream in western culture. Although there are
many benefits to practicingtheT'aiChiChih form, most
of the literature relates to the elderly population. This
study investigates the impact regularTCC practice has
on blood pressure and balance in a younger population.

Twenty subjects, ages 20-39, were randomly assigned to
either a TCC or a walking group. Initially, all subjects had
their blood pressure checked, their balance tested using
the NeuroComo Balance Master (a clinically accepted
machine commonly used by physicaltherapists for
assessment and balance training), single leg stance and
functional reach tests to determine baseline data. The
TCC group participated three times a week for 45-6O
minutes, for five weeks. A certified TCC instructor led
one session a week and the investigators led the other

News Shorts
two with the assistance of a video of the teacher. One of
the investigators led the walking group, up to 45 min-
utes three times a week for five weeks.

After five weeks, both groups repeated the balance and
blood pressure tests. Statistical analysis showed a signif-
icant decrease in systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
the TCC group and a significant increase in left single leg
stance time, with eyes closed, in the walking group.
These results provide significant information on the abil-
ity of TCC practice to reduce blood pressure in a
younger population, and add to the information on the
use of TCC practice as a treatment option for patients
with various types of health concerns.

- Sarah Wil l iams

lEditor's Note: Now an accredited teacher, Sarah
conducted this research when she was still a teacher can-
didate with the help of accredited TCC teacher Heather M.
Helgeson. lt was part of her proposed (and completed)
masterb degree program in physical therapy.l

Three publications tout benefits of
"tai chi" practice in recent issues
ln the March&April 2003 issue of AARP Magazine, a pub-
lication of AARP (American Association of Retired
Persons), an article by Melissa Gotthardt entitled "The
Tao of Pain: Get arthritis relief by mixing Eastern and
Western medicine" lists "tai chi" as one option for reduc-
ing arthrit is pain.

The article quotes John Klippel, M.D., the Arthritis
Foundation's medical directot and mentions that a copy
of the publication entitled "Tai Chi from the Arthritis
Foundation"can be requested by calling 1-800-283-
7800. VFJ readers interested in ordering a back issue of
this AARP Magazine issue may callthe editorial offices of
the magazine at: (202)434-6880.

ln the March/April2003 issue of ArthritisSelf-Manage-
ment,a column by Robert 5. Dinsmoor entitled
"Definitions" contains a description of"Tai Chi"wherein
"Tai Chi Chih, developed by tai chi master Justin Stone"
is specifically mentioned as one form that readers might
consider.
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Dinsmoor explains,"Studies have suggested that regu-
larly practicing tai chi can improve balance and lower
blood pressure. Tai chi may also help strengthen mus-
cles, increase range of motion, and reduce stress." He
notes that T'ai Chi Chih practice is "designed to provide
these benefits without placing stress on the joints."

In the May 2003 issues of Mount Sinai School of Medicine's
publication,Focus on Healthy Aging,a long and thorough
article entitled "Tai Chi: Good Exercise at Any Age"
incf udes illustrations of people performing PullingTaffy
and Push Pul/ (and labels them by the same names),
although no specific mention is made about the TCC form.

This article cites three studies on "tai chi" published in
the lournalof American Geriatrics Society (May, 1996),
Journal of Nursing Scholarship (2000,4th quarter issue),
and the American Journalof Preventive Medicine (August
2002) which alldocument benefits gained by practice.
To order back issues, VFJ readers may call 1-800-571-1555.

- NoelAltman

lEditor's Note: Although none of these articles is solely
devoted to coverage of T'ai Chi Chih JoyThru Movement,
with a little extra explanation when using them with the
public, they could be helpful for teachers to have in their
"'file" o'f promotional articles - especially useful when try-
ing to set upTCC programs at medically-related, educa-
tional, or other institutional or"big business"facilities.]

TCC communities volunteer to host
next th ree Teachers' Conferences
Thanks to the behind-the-scenes coordination of Head
of theTCC Community Ed Altman,three majorTCC
teaching communities have volunteered to play host to
the annual Teachers' Conference in upcoming years.

St. Louis, MO teachers will play host for the first time in
2004,while Albuquerque, NM teachers, having hosted
before in 1989 and 1998, will host in 2005. Minneapolis/
St. Paul, MN teachers, who have hosted before in 1991
and 1999, will host again in 2006.

Many thanks (in advance)to these dedicated communi-
ties for their selfless service in putting on the biggest
TCC event of the year, and for the countless hours that
go into the planning beforehand.

Student thanks his TCC teacher

I was able to get my grade last evening, and it made my
I day. I took my wife out for Mother's Day last evening,
and lwas beaming. I really enjoyed ourT'ai ChiChih
course, and I still practice the movements. I go to the
nearby parks at lunch time, and | find a quiet, sunny
spot with birds and flowers for my routine. | find that
l'm better able to cope with the activities of the day,
and I no longer get angina attacks. I willalways reflect
back fondly on our course.

Thank you for making a difference in my life.

Leo Labonte
Student ofJanet

-  NoelAl tman
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East Coast teachers reconvene for
second year at NJ oceanside retreat
By Debbie Cole

f1n Friday, May 2nd the sun was shining and a cool
!f breeze floated past the waves as I and 2O otherT'ai
Chi Chih teachers joined together for a weekend of com-
munity and sharing at the New Jersey shore. Some
might call our weekend a sabbatical, a retreat, a get
together, or just fun in the suni but whatever you call it,
we all connected on the first practice - done in a large
circle around a room that looks out on the ocean.

Neal Giacomelliand Sister Antonia Cooper did a
wonderfuljob of taking care of registration and reserva-
tions (at the beach houses) as well as planning this won-
derfulweekend. Neal came up with our catchy name -
"CHf by the SEA '03n- after some discussion of possibili-
ties from others. The lovely surroundings and wonder-
ful catering by three very talented and loving women -

Thank you Lonnie, Diane and Roberta! - added beauti-
fully to the satisfaction of all.

We spent some time the first evening just get-
ting acquainted and reacquainted with each other with
the help of Sister Antonia Cooper and Linda Braga's
cards"lmages forTCC Practice." We noticed how the
shore had already influenced us as we sat around the
room in a spiral, watching the evening unfold. Though
most of the teachers were from NJ, we also shared space
with teachers from NY PA and MD.

The sense of community was important to all of
us (confirmed by the comment sheets filled out after-
wards) as we independently shared different stories of
howTCC practice has enhanced our lives or made situa-
tions easier to handle. Many of us enjoyed some time to
ourselves on the beach, still quiet from lack of tourists.
Through the process of the weekend we took some time
to share our creative energies by writing some Pyramid
Poetry or whatever else came to mind ...

The sea has spoken
Can we hear the words?
Winds stillblowing

Woves...birds...
Life will whisper in your ear
But one must be quiet enough to hear

Saturday allowed more time for refining our
practice and sharing more teaching techniques. Sr.
Antonia was especially generous with some wonderful
and helpful handouts, even sharing Pam Towne's video
with all of us. Michael lsaacs shared how he has his class
start out in a circle with Rocking Motion and Bird Flaps
its Wings - the rest of the practice facing the same
direction, and then back together for Cosmic
Consciousness Pose in the circle again. Others passed
along teaching tips learned at previous gatherings, such
as April Leffler's idea about yinning/yanging with one
hand on the lower back of the person next to you.
(April wasn't even there!) Terminology, or how we
describe the movements, was discussed for its effective-
ness in different situations. Things like"bring your knees
forward""your hands should be as if resting on pillows"
or"let the ball dissolve (fade - let it go)'i

Sr. Antonia facilitated a discussion on how to
conduct"intermediate"or on-going classes and we
shared what has worked for some of us in the past.
After trying our hand at the pyramid poetry we had
some unstructured time for self-reflection. Saturday
evening was particularly special because we shared the
"famous" rededication ceremony conducted by Sr.
Antonia - always a beautiful experience.

Though we enjoyed some serious and thought-
ful discussions over the weekend, we also had fun laugh-
ing at ourselves, especially when Sr. Antonia was lament-
ing about what a hard time she was having getting into
prison (to teach of course!)

Sunday morning we got back together for a
practice and brunch before heading our separate ways.
I enjoyed the final practice outside, facing the shore, as I
drank in the beauty of the day in ultimate gratitude for
this inspirational practice and warm community experi-
ence.
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A Love Story
Renewed
By 5r. Antonia Cooper, OSF

flnce again I was reminded of the beauty of nature as
lr..f lush flowers surrounded the site where lenjoyed a
weekend of renewal and deepening of my T'ai ChiChih
form. The time was June 12-15, the place Kokee State
Park on the island of Kaua'i. Four of my students
attended this retreat hosted by Noel and given by Ed,
and they invited me to attend it with them. During a
longer break, I spent some time alone walking along a
path when I discovered a lovely blossom called White
Ginger,whose large flowers emit a strong fragrance very
similiar to Honeysuckle.

This sparked a memory of several years ago
when I was asked by a fellow sister to drive her and one
of our nursing home residents to visit her son who had
been ill. When we arrived, I noticed a lovely vase of hon-
eysuckle sitting on the kitchen counter. Surprised to see
it in bloom, I inquired about it. Jim had told me he
picked it in the back yard to surprise his wife who was
away, because she loved the scent. That one statement
ripped my heart, for l, too, loved honeysuckle, but had no

Kauai Retreat
continued from page l7

"lthought she was ignoring us!"
exclaimed Alba Cordasco of New
Jersey, and student of 5r. Antonia.
We all  laughed. " lWAS!"Sr.Antonia
retorted. We all laughed harder.

Ed pointed out that she was
teaching something to her students
by showing them that she, too, is
still a student with more to learn.

Ed's main theme in teaching this
retreat was FLOW. His teaching was
helped along by outside forces. Wild

all color combinations - are pro-
tected animals in Kokee State Park.
Our retreat was blessed with the fre-
quent call of one particular rooster
whose plaintive cry sounded exactly
like,"From the CENNNN-ter!" He had
a way of calling out just before or
after Ed made a particularly salient
point, or, as we began a fresh practice.
It became the running joke during
the long weekend! After awhile, we
anticipated his hilarious reminder.
Someone stated that hearing the
rooster would startle him back into
focus as he realized his mind had be-
gun to wander. lt was not unlike the
stories of Japanese zendos where the
zen master cracks the meditating stu-

one in my life to surprise me with a vase of them.

That evening and into the following day I was
feeling quite sorry for myself and very alone. Mid after-
noon I decided to go outside in our beautiful, airy park
to do my T'aiChi Chrh practice. Halfway into the prac-
tice, I noticed a gentle breeze and before long, the scent
of honeysuckle surrounding me.

At once I remembered that it grew along our
Motherhouse property...not only a vase, but climbing
fences, with its sweet fragrance filling the air! The TCC
form brought me back to my CENTER.

his/her mind begins to wander!

All attendees were required to have
completed at least a beginning class
before coming so that there would
not be folks struggling just to follow
along. Instead, the teaching could
be at a levelthat would apply to al l .
The feeling of flow was a main
emphasis by Ed and by late morn-
ing of the second full day, he com-
mented out loud on how much the
group had improved. "Every single
person is moving better," he said.
The group flowed together by that
point, and it was a very tangible dif-
ference from the first practice on
Thursday afternoon.

chickens - beautifulfy feathered in ? dent on the back with a stick when tr continued on page 3l

Teacher Sr. Antonia Cooper discovered on a solitary walk in
State Park during the TCC retreat on Kauai in June.

Photo: 5r. Antonia Coooer
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T'ai Chi Chih JoyThru Movement in
Guatemala: A Dream ComeTrue
ByTerry Gay Puckett

I magine this. Morning sunlight sparkles
I on a cobalt blue lake, and two volcanoes
rise up on the far shore. Fluffo clouds
drift around them, and a trail of smoke
floats up from Fuego, recently active.
Teachers and students are having T'ai Chi
Chrh practice on a helicopter pad at the
edge of the shore. Acres of tropical flow-
ers surround them and a gentle breeze
wafts through the group. The only sound
is the lapping of waves, and a bird's song,
chirping "Welcome to Lake Atitlan!"

This was my recent dream, and it
came true. At teacher training in
Afbuquerque, November 2002, my pres-
entation began with a visualization simi-
lar to the description above. In January

tice for those who would get up and be there by 7:30
a.m. Ulli Kalt, a San Antonio TCC student, was there
almost every morning. Glenda Maynard, a brand new
student,joined in and learned all 19 movements and
one pose. The others were occasionalattendees.

One unforgettable moment: we had just finished
our first practice. A helicopter buzzed over the volcanoes,
only to see us standing on the landing pad. We quickly
scattered into the flower garden. The pilot landed on
the spot where we had been only moments before. Five
Japanese businessmen deplaned, finding nothing
strange at all about what we were doing, and walked
through the garden and up the hill for breakfast.

We had practices at other exotic spots in Guate-
mala. Early one morning we were on the jungle's edge by
Lake Pet6n ltzd in Flores, before we boarded our bus to go
to the ruins at Tikal. Another morning we practiced on a
rooftop patio at the Hotel Santo Dominico in Antigua,look-
ing out over bougainvillea and domes of nearby churches.
I felt transported with the flow of the moment and the
mystical vibrations, and had to think often of the soles of
my feet to keep from levitating with happiness.

2003, I actually took a group of people to Panajachel,
Guatemala,to HotelAtitlan on Lake Atitlan to draw
paint and doT'ai Chi Chih JoyThru Movement.

This vision had been in my mind since the sum-
mer of 2002. These thoughts helped me decide to initi-
ate plans to become an accredited teacher. In the fall I sent
my application, and started practicing with other San An-
tonio instructors to prepare for teacher training. Then in
October, John Korte of Explore Guatemala called and in-
vited me to lead a group of artists on a trip to Guatemala
at the Hotel Atitlan. I was surprised and excited to have
this opportunity. From prior experience traveling and
teaching in Guatemala, the lake was definitely my favorite
spot. I explained that I hoped to be accredited in TCC Joy
Thru Movement soon, and would like to include that into
the trip plans. He was enthusiastic, and the die was cast.

Thirteen people from Texas, California and Mary-
land signed up for the trip. Some were artists, others were
dedicated shoppers, and seven of them were game to try
T'ai Chi Chih practice at some point in the trip. Fortun-
ately, Stella Jaidar decided to make the eight day trip.
She is an accredited TCC teacher, and a fiber artist. We
were on site each morning to instruct and lead the prac-
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I Became Accredited! Vvhat's Next?
By Pat Flynn

lam a newly accredited T'ai ChiChih instructor. Am I
I relieved that accreditation is over? No! | am amazed!
During accreditation,l was going through what I have
coined a "Lymes flash." At the time, I didn't know it
was happening. lt was different and less forceful from
previous Lymes disease episodes. Could this difference
be because of myTCC practice? Who really knows! The
fact remains I went to accreditation despite my mental
and emotional health being anything but desirable and
the joint and muscle pain that was negligible compared
to previous Lymes flashes. I hadn't realized I was hold-
ing so much tension. Needless to say, I am still dumb-
struck that I became accredited. Ed, I honor and respect
your deep insight and unending dedication to TCC Joy
thru Movement. Without it,you could not have seen
through a body such as mine. I came home from
accreditation and was soon diagnosed with clinical
Lymes symptoms. There was nothing to do but lie low
for awhile and start active treatment. lt gave me plenty
of time to reflect on what being a TCC teacher means.

Now it's a different story! | am letting the CHI do
the work for me. A friend suggested I teach a course at
her home. She wanted to take a course in how to do
TCC practice seated because the regular standing TCC
course ended up being too much for her. My parents
have taken several courses and were interested in trying
the seated variety. Allthree understood that I have little
training in teaching it seated, but were willing to give it
a try. A neighbor couple was interested in taking a TCC
class. I called them and they were ecstatic because the
times fit into their schedule. Kristen, a student of TCC
teacher Margie Erickson, and an aspiring teacher, has
come when she can and has been a wonderful comple-
ment to the class. This is the entire class and we are all
learning something new!

During the first class, Kristen and I were able to
identify some individual discrepancies. To begin with,
one student is three months pregnant. The exercise
physiologist came out in Kristen and she suggested to her
to widen her stance slightly as she came closer to term.
A woman's hips naturally widen during pregnancy. Both
husband and wife are learning the TCC form standing
and seated and hope it will help with the pregnancy.

The husband is what Kristen calls a ball walker.
When walking, the ball of his foot hits the floor before
the heel. Consequently,when yinning and yanging,the
heel lifts instead of the toes on his front foot. Kristen
suggested he do plenty of Rocking Motions to help
lengthen and relax his calf muscles. I can't wait till the
next class because of what Athene Mantle wrote in the
January VFJ. I am going to suggest that he bring his
heel out instead of his toe in to help correct his front
foot alignment. lt will be a long struggle for him to cor-
rect this. At least, he now understands there are correc-
tive measures he can take that can possibly alleviate his
chronic back problems that are caused by his gait.

My mom had a stroke two years ago. She has
trouble processing complex information to make her
body do what is wanted. Although she has taken
several TCC courses, her form still remains that of a very
novice beginner. I took the"freeze-frame"approach with
her and it seems to be working. With Rocking Motion,
this is what I said and did. "From the resting pose, bring
your left foot sideways. Now comfortably straighten
your legs." As she did this, her spine stayed upright.
"Now watch my feet." I lifted the toes and balls of my
feet ever so slightly and quickly placed them back on
the ground. "Now Mom, I want you to try that,"and
using my thumb and index finger I showed her how
much to lift her foot and said,"Only lift your toes this
much." Her spine still stayed relatively upright. "Okay,
now bring your knees forward. Okay, good! Now com-
fortably straighten your knees. Now bring your heels off
the ground just a very little bit and back down." We did
this several times, slowly increasing the pace. Although
the movement is a bit choppy, she is now solid on her
feet and there is very little, if any, leaning. Mom says she
now likes to do Rocking Motion, that it feels comfortable.

Dad is in his element! After doing T'ai Chi
Ch'uan for about five years, he thinks the TCC form is a
piece of cake. I think Mom would have been as fluid had
it not been for the stroke. He actually prefers the TCC
form and along with Mom, uses Justin's tape regularly.

My friend, Pat, is a severe diabetic with feet prob-
lems and also has a fused spine caused by an automo-
bile accident. We have found that, because of her fused

continued on page 3l
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T'ai Chi Chih JoyThru Movement:
My Personal Experience
By Monica Simorangkir
Student of Sharon Sirkis

hen I decided to register for T'ai Chi Chih class,
I did it merely to satisfy the academic require-

ments for graduation. I had no idea how beneficial
it could be for my health and, as a matter of fact my
life. lt did not take long for me to realize how valu-
abfe the T'ai chi chih discipline is.

On the first day of class many people
labeled themselves as'skeptical,'and even though I
did not raise my hand, I was one of them. Although
I had heard of many great things about T'ai ChiChih
JoyThru Movement and I did not doubt that most
of them, if not all, were true, there was one big set-
back I believed that all those great things would
fail to workfor me. The main reason to assume that
T'ai Chi Chih practice would do very little for me
was because it requires major concentration, some-
thing that I did not possess. Therefore, I decided to
keep quiet, follow the instructions, and earn my
academic credits. No frills, no strings attached. Not
long after lwould be proven wrong.

The first noticeable change I noticed in
myself as we were finishing the first class was that
my hands were warm. This is incredible since my
hands are known to be cold at all times, even dur-
ing summer. My doctor believes that this is due to
my anxiety disorder, which leads to my next point.

I have had an anxiety disorder for almost
two years. Symptoms of this disorder are sleepless-
ness (also known as insomnia), nausea, irregular
heartbeats, cold hands, breathlessness, etc.
Unfortunately, I have most of these symptoms, and
to correct them, I was prescribed to take heavy
medication. However, my doctor has agreed to let

me take the medication only when the symptoms
are unbearable instead of taking it on a daily basis,
because it made me very groggy. Concerned about
my health, my father (the new age expert), advised
me to resort to the'eastern healing methods.'Being
so-called-westernized, I refused to opt for these tra-
ditionalways. So you can imagine how relieved he
was when I told him about my decision to take I'ai
Chi Chih class. He probably knew that I would soon
turn into a believer.

The most remarkable change I have noticed
in my health ever since I took T'ai Chi Chth class is
that I have started to get more sleep. Surprisingly,
after one of my classes, I felt very sleepy. Therefore,
as soon as I got home,l went straight to my room
to take a nap. Who would have thought that this
nap would last 16 hours straight! | found it to be
very pleasant since I usually only get four hours of
sleep every night due to insomnia. I woke up feel-
ing refreshed and energized, something that I have
longed for for a long time. I mentioned this to my
doctor in one of my routine check-ups and, sure
enough, he recommended me to keep practicing
the T'ai Chi Chih movements.

Needless to say, my anxiety attacks have
become less frequent, and I even believe that one
day it wif l be cured with the help of T'aiChiChih
practice. I am glad to finally find a substitute for
oral medication, which has not only interrupted my
daily tasks but has also made me feel like I was not
the same person anymore. With f'dt ChiChih prac-
tice I can be myself again, in a most natural way. I
sure will keep practicingT'ai Chi Chih JoyThru
Movement, and next time I call my father I will
allow him to tell me"ltold you so."
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T'ai Chi Chih students comment on
benefits of regular practice
lEditor's Note: TCC Teacher Sally Mclaughlin, now living in California, submitted the following student stories culled
from classes she taught in the Northern lllinois area before she moved west.l

I have been takingT'ai ChiChih instruction for about I Ohfsically to increose my knee strength and to
I six months. I have found this very beneficial in many I improve my balance. I have had knee problems since
ways. My energy level has improved. lt has greatly j childhood and recently had little strength in either
helped my posture. I had no idea bent knees were bet- | knee to be able to go up or down stairs. TheT'oi Chi
ter thon straight knees! My coordination has I Chih movements have helped me strengthen my
improved. I om slowly getting my hands,feet and 1 knees and have given me the confidence to exercise
breathing in rhythm, more. With the help of
therefore shutting out I StArted T'Ai Chi Chih

",ll;:x::,Tlii;','fl, after retllns rrom a vr
been when tdo myT'ai career. The classes cat
ChiChih practice my life tO help me with the emotiOnAl, men- and encouragement,l
side and reet at one with tal and psychologicat changes occurring ZT;::i:r,i,,iri,';:;:r3the Universe and at
peace with the wortd. t when I went frOm teAChing tO retirement. buitd up my strength.
am most fortunate, in
having such a good instructor,both giving good clear
concise instruction, understonding and emotional
support.

- Zena (cancer patient)

I have been asked to write a few words on whatT'ai
I Chi Chih practice has brought to my life. I find that it
hos brought improved bolonce physically; a new focus
mentally; greater energy spiritually. I have just begun
- I have a long way to go. The journey is rewarding
due to my teacher's ability to capture the teachoble
moments and maximize the positive strengths each
student has within them.

- Noncy

'aiChiChih JoyThru Movement has been a great

I started T'ai Chi Chih classes just months after
retiring from a very octive teaching career. The classes
came at o perfect time in my life to help me with the
emotional, mental and psychological changes occur-
ring when Iwent from teaching to retirement. They
have helped relieve stress and have had a very calm-
ing effect on myType A personality. lt hos olso helped
me to relax and get adequate sleep.

lwill be eternally grateful that our local fitness
center offered closses. lt is perfect for someone with
limited physicalability like myself. TheT'ai Chi Chih
classes and the instructor have had a profound effect
on my life. I now know the 20 movements well
enough to be able to do them anywhere lhappen to
be. lt was very special doing my practice while observ-
ing the many moods of the beautiful Lake Superior
shore. lwillcontinue to doT'aiChiChih practice for
the rest of my life.

benefit to me in a variety of ways. lt has helped me - Carol
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What TCC Class Has Meant for Me
By Lisa Renee France
Student of Sharon Sirkis

n few months ago lwas thumbing through the summer
/Facatalog looking for a class that would fit into my busy
schedule. I came across aT'ai Chi Chih class, not knowing
anything about it other than the fact it would put me
one credit closer to completing my CPA requirements. I
also knew there would be no
book to buy and no final
exams to study for.

I have to say that I
expected to gain little from
this class except one credit
and maybe a few techniques

One of the most important things I
have learned from T'ai Chi Chih class is
to sometimes drop the ball instead of
piling more on my already full plate.

all, if I do not, then who will? I also do not want to have
any regrets later in life about not being able to do some-
thing because lwas always working.

I am also trying to be more like the flexible bam-
boo rather than the sturdy oak. I have always wanted
things done my way and on my schedule. When things
did not go my way, I would begin to get stressed out and

things always seemed to get
worse before they got any
better. Being a flexible bam-
boo does seem to alleviate
some of my stress, and
believe it or not things seem
to get done more effectively
and more efficiently. Up

for relaxation. I attended the classes,learned the moves
and listened to my professor talk about several princi-
ples of the T'ai Chi Chih discipline. Night after night I left
class to go back to work. As I would drive back to the
city I would thinK could she be serious? | mean if your
personality is more like a sturdy oak than a bamboo,
who cares, it is just the way I am.

Well, about two weeks ago I got really sick, I was
actually admitted to the hospital. I remember lying in my
hospital bed when it all began to make sense. I kept think-
ing if and when I get out of here I am going to change my
way of thinking and the way that I live my life. I guess I
got an early wake up call, I began to realize that all we
have is today and yesterday, we do not know if we have
tomorrow untilwe rise from our beds the next morning.

I have always been a workaholic, taking on more
than can be accomplished in any one eight hour day,
thereby meaning I am normally at the office after most
people have left for the evening. Plus, I am always trying
to help my friends with their problems. After all this, I
barely have any time for myself. One of the most impor-
tant things I have learned from T'ai Chi Chih class is to
sometimes drop the ball instead of piling more on my
already full plate. Whenever I feelthat my plate is get-
ting too full I begin to think about the move, Around the
PlatterVariation,and I begin to determine what lcan
clear from my plate to lessen the stress load and have
more time for myself. One of the first things I dropped
from my plate was returning to work after class. I began

until recently I always tried to do evefihing myself,
thinking that it would take more time to explain to
someone how to do it than to actually do it myself.
Howeve[ after being sick and not being able to do
everything I used to be able to do, I was forced to let
people help me or have things that were not done
when the deadlines came.

One of the last really important lessons that I
learned is that nothing in life is hard, but that one is not
accustomed to it. This was the one principle that was
the hardest for me to accept, I thought, of course things
are hard, everyone knows that. But once again, | finally
figured out what this meant. The first thing that I
applied this to was learning to ride a bike. I remember
how hard I thought it was and was ready to give up on
it, but with some practice and a lot of patience I learned
to ride my bike. I then applied it to everyday life. Things
do not always go the way that we would want them to,
but that does not mean that life is hard. lt just means
that we need to have a little patience and then we will
find the true meanings of our lives and actions, whether
they may be big or small. After all,life is a great big les-
son that we learn along the way.

Well, here it is a few months after I signed up for
T'aiChiChih class and the class is almost over. I guess I
have to admit that I was totally wrong about what I
would gain from this class. I definitely gained a lot more
than one credit. I learned a new way of thinking,and
through the moves I have been able to regain control
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Student shares story with teacher
I am writing to tellyou a story

about how I received great comfort
from my T'ai Chi Chih training.

[Two years ago] my husband and I
were in Virginia and in trying to
return home to California,our reser-
vations were mixed up and we were
put on a flight at the last minute to
California.

Because we were so late and the
flight was completely full,we had to
take whatever seats were available.
I am a large lady and find airline
seats to be cramped on any given
day. But today was even worse. I
got a middle seat between two very
good size men.

These men must have thought
they were entitled to the shoulder
and arm space and I sat there with
my arms squished in front of my
body. lwas so cramped and
pinned-in that I literally could not

eat when food was served nor could
I even hold a glass of water to my
face. Now this was a five and a half
hour flight. Tears were streaming
down my cheeks. There was no
place to go. I felt like a prisoner and
I sat there SCREAMING INSIDE MY
MIND! | was at my very last wit's
end and I could contain myself no
more! lwas praying to God to help
me cope and just to be able to bear
this unti lwe landed.

Then my T'ai ChiChih teacher's
voice came into my mind. Virginia
Cepeda is a wonderful teacher and
she teaches many people with limit-
ed mobility,like at some of the
Senior Centers. I remember her
telling us that some of her students
had minimum mobility but they
were able to participate to whatever
degree they could. Some could only
participate mentally for part of the
movements. I certainly tested that
theory that day.

I closed my eyes and set myself
into the rocking motion mentally,
and that's when I started to realize I
was calming down and even started
to relax. I focused totally on my
movements and did them all in my
head - but my muscles were reap-
ing the benefit !  l think l fooled them
into thinking they were moving.

Make no mistake, it was a very
long flight and I was still very
cramped but lfound my saving
grace in the meditative and focused
teachings of T'aiChi Chih JoyThru
Movement.

Thank you Virginia for teaching
me and giving me such a wonderful
gift and an outlet to a most intolera-
ble situation.

Your humble pupil ,

Diana Vrba
Student of Virginia Lee Cepeda

Student finds balance greatly improved with practice
this fetter is for all you T'aiChiChih students out there
I who struggle with dizziness and balance problems.

My name is Anne Hollek and about lthree years] ago I
had a tumor removed that had settled on a balance
nerve in my brain and was getting way too comfortable
having parties in my head...l kept getting vertigo (a bal-
ance/spinning disorder)and was hoping that once I had
the tumor removed, the dizziness would disappear. To
make a long story short, it didn't and the Doctors were
at a loss telling me I would always be balance impaired,
never be able to balance putting one foot in front of the
other and never ride a bicycle.

I decided to try theT'aiChiChih form when I saw
it advertised at the College of Lake County. The instruc-
tor, Donna McElhose, took the extra time and invited me
to her house to show me how to compensate for some

of the movements I was unable to do at the time before
the class actually started. I've been taking T'aiChiChih
class about nine months now and am an intermediate
student. My balance has improved tremendously, I can
pass the drunk test because I am finally able to walk one
foot in front of the other and the other day, I got on my
bicycle and rode it around our subdivision. 5q the
moral of this story is ......this works! Stick to it! Do what
you can and practice a a little while every day. I would
afso suggest purchasing aT'ai Chi Chih video to help
develop and reinforce the movements learned in class.
You'll be amazed at how much calmer you feel and how
your balance has improved. lf anyone would like to dis-
cuss this further, my email address is ahollek@hotmail.com.
The best of luck to all of you.

Anne Hollek
Student of Donna McElhose
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Readers Respond
continued from page 3

enters and maintains all information in the VFJ database,
but I got curious with your situation and did a little research.

I checked in the 2OO3 Teacher's Directory and saw your
name printed there in the active member section. Well,this
stumped me because the data for that was taken from the
VFJ database at the same time that the labels were pro-
duced for both of those January mailings - in other words,
if you appeared in there, there should have been labels
generated for you, and you should have been mailed the
issue and Directory. Ed has a copy of the database out
here in Hawaii for the occasional research questlon (and
to produce the labels for the quarterly mailings) and we
looked your record up and therein found the explanation.

Doug had entered in a comment'nTemp Away O1/2OO3" in
the comments section of your record. What that means is
that you WERE sent the issue and Directory in January, but
you must have had in place some kind of a special request
with your post office when it arrived. For further informa-
tlon on thdr procedures,you'll have to Gontact them. ln
cases like yours,we get those pieces returned to us with a
yellow post office sticker slapped across the front of the
envelope readin g :*fempora ri ly Away." U nfortunately, we
have to pay First Class shipping charges before the post
office will release them to us (for the cost of mailing them
back to us).

In years past,we used to mail the pieces out again imme
diately, often to have them returned to us once more. We
finally concluded that we cannot know when a person will
return from a trip away, and the burden needs to be on
them to contact us when they return. Once that happens,
we resend the issue and/or Directory, once more paying
First Class shipping charges. We do not pass these
charges on to members at this time, but, rather, absorb
them, unless the member chooses to reimburse us.

It is an unfortunate situation for all concerned. Many
members are shocked to find out their mail has been
returned,and have wondered what other mail they may
not have received. We are glad you contacted us so that
we Gan now get your issue and Directory to you.

I also want to address your concetn about receiving the
October,2002 issue.

It is our standard procedure to send out a copy of the lat-
est issue (if any remain from the most recent printing) to
anyone who renews after a lapse in membership' or if
he/she is a new subscriber. We do this up until the month
or so before the next lssue is published' so' if your renewal

was received in November,the October issue was the most
recent, and still quite timely. We have found that mem-
bers usually want this, especially if the membership
expired the quarter before - this way they get "caught
up" on receiving the issues. However,so you know in the
future (should this happen again), if you would rather wait
until the following issue,you can just write a note on the
renewal form, and it will gladly be accommodated - in
your Gase, something like ("Please re-start me with the
Jan.2O03 issue, rather than the Oct.2OO2.")

We appreciate your support of and membership in The
Vital Force Association. Doug will mail out your Jan. issue
and Directory as soon as he can get to it. Welcome backll

NJ Intensive
continued from page 1 |

and more respectful of the profound depth of T'ai Chi
Chlh practice that can only be realized and enjoyed by
one who practices regularly, and who knows that as much
time as is necessary, lS necessary! (The author of this
article would like to add here that only one referring
teacher was present with her student for this course.
Both the teacher and student commented very positive-
ly on the experience, and how important and helpful it
was to BOTH be there together).

For myself, it was as always a joy and a challenge to act
as course host. However as other teachers also expressed,
it was so good to be able to work on my own movements,
as wellas being conscious of the need to assist others.
And, I had a very basic, but most important realization. I
both could clearly feel, and was willing to admit to myself,
that my lower body is"holding on"to tension when I do
T'aiChiChrh movements! Being willing to"empty the
cup"first, as Pam Towne said it, allowed me this aware-
ness. Now I feel that I can more readily continue to let
go and be open to new growth and progress.

Another student put it exactly as I felt, when leaving this
first ever course:

I am better equipped to see and begin to feel from the cen-
ter out. I feel like a bud just going into bloom. (...smiling
ond thanls...)

Linda Joy
Washington, DC
Student of Karen Roewade-Houser
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Kauai Retreat
continued from page 23

PaulVercelletto of New Jersey, husband and student of
Teacher Viktoria Vercelletto (who also attended), noted,
"This was the most concentrated immersion into the
practice l've had and I found it very useful, productive &
educational. While my expectations were very well ful-
filled,lwas happily surprised by the amount of time
spent in practice or refinement. I almost wanted to have
more time in there but this is probably due to the mini-
mal amount of my time spent in practice prior to this. . .
[l] woufd gladly welcome an extra day. . . J'

One activity we did was something Ed and I call the"Heal-
ing Circle"where we stood in a circle and repeatedly per-
formed the Six Healing Sounds facing into the circle. We
tooks turns in pairs, sitting and receiving in the center as
the remainder of the group performed the Six Healing
Sounds. At the end, Ed sat in one of the two chairs, and
one was left empty"for Justin," he said, after we had per-
formed the movement in his direction. Next, I asked every-
one who would like to to imagine any friends,family,loved
ones or people needing healing as walking into the empty
circle to receive the healing from the group. We took a
moment to do this before moving. Afterwards, ltold the
group that I should have waited longer because through-
out the entire movement,l kept seeing more and more of
my loved ones entering the circle! Another person com-
mented that she put her estranged brother in the circle,
which brought tears to her eyes. This exercise is a great
one for refining the practice of the movement,while
receiving healing for ourselves and, hopefully, sending it
to others, as well. Sr. Antonia stated afterwards that, with
every repetition, the movement became softer.

5r. Antonia noted that her favorite part of the retreat was
"time with the community - whether it was sharing the
delicious meals in conversation, or in experiencing TCC
practice in silence or during refinement sessions. I very
much enjoyed the guided hike."

Other Attendee Com ments:
Loved the outdoors (protected though) - a healing experi-
ence to practiceTCC [movements] so very close with nature
- love it! lwas delighted to be here and let go of my other
life stufffor awhile.

Noel made the retreat the best I have ever gone to. Kauai is
magical as is Kokee / Camp Sloggett. Allthe suggestions
for places to stay [before and after the retrcat] were very
helpful.

Noncy lo Bleier

The healing circle wos terrific - both giving, receiving and
imagining. . . . Thankyou! lt's a delight seeing you (Noel)
and Ed interact - you have a great balance and comple-
mentary skills and energies. You honor one another.

RuthE Mandel

Guatemalan trip
continued from page 24

I plan to return to Guatemala. lf you would like to com-
bine TCC practice with great food, fantastic scenery, out-
standing shopping and a chance to see excellent examples
of pre-Columbian, folk and Spanish Colonial art, as well
as meet interesting new people,consider joining me in an
Explore Guatemala Adventure. . . . I encourage sketch-
ing, but one need not be an artist to join in on the fun.
lt is enough just to enjoy T'ai Chi Chih practice in one of
the most breathtakingly beautiful spots in the world.

lEditor's Note: To contactTerry, phone her at (210) 826-
8210 or e-mail her at tpuckett@accd.edu.l

I Became Accredited!
continued from page 25

spine, the hip roll is too painful when the TCC move-
ments are performed in a seated position. When she
stands to do the movements, this also has its drawbacks.
Many times it is impossible for her to stand squarely and
solidly on her feet. We are doing the best we can but to
date, there have been no'A-haaas." lf there are any
TCC'ers out there who have had an ?-haaa"on some-
thing like this, please write in to the VFJ and share your
experiences. l,for one,would surely be interested.

The biggest thing I learned is let it all flow from the T'an
T'ien! By doing that, the entire teaching experience has
become qu ite enjoyable!Donna McElhose
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Karmic Komments
from Good Karma Publishing,Inc.
P.O. Box 51 1, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
Jean Katus, Publisher

Continuation - Complementarity of Materials
f n the last issue of TheVital Force,information was presented on the complementarity of the Justin Stone
photo-textbook and 2000 filming of the videotape. To extend the "basic set" of materials to three, there are
some points about the 1994 filming of the video that are useful to teachers and students when considering
the use of both videotapes as adjuncts to the text. A continuity between the instruction and practice seg-
ments exists because the entire video is done by Justin, with comments in the practice section. Some stu-
dents, particularly seniors, have remarked that they appreciate the extra verbal reminders from the origina-
tor during the practice and that they feel more secure and confident by hearing the reinforcing comments
about what they learned in the instruction part and/or in their classes. Other observations from teachers
about the'94 practice session are:

. it is easier to follow Justin alone, rather than one's attention becoming diluted and not as focused in
attempting to watch four teachers (as in the 2000 filming) while the camera pans from one to the
other;

. the different camera angles and close-ups of different parts of Justin's body, as well as full-body
shots, allow the viewer to attend to the important points Justin brings ouU

. most of the front-to-back movements show Justin from a side view, the camera aimed at the right
side of his body when his left foot is forward, at the left side when his right foot is forward;

. the side-to-side movements are generally mirrored, with Justin clearly stating that when his right
heel steps to the side, the viewer's left steps to the side.

Especially for serious students who are interested in seeking accreditation, many teachers recommend that
the aspirant study both videos. While they each present similar material, there is a richness in seeing and
hearing different key points emphasized in the two presentations,like receiving teachings of Justin's which
resemble each other but come from two separate talks at different times.

I m porta nt Conference I nformation
As with all conferences, we like to provide books and tapes as close in quantity as possible to what are
actually going to sell-and even moreso this year because of the location of the conference-so we need-
n't have the added expense of bringing unsold materials back across the border. Therefore, we would
appreciate teachers phoning (our toll-free number now works from Canada), faxing. or emailing us before
August lst to let us know what pieces and quantities you want reserved for you. RemembeLyou save ship-
ping costs by picking up teaching supplies at the conference. We will send, postage-free, materials we run
out of. To avoid Good Karma needing to mail too many items across the border after the event, we ask that
Canadian teachers make their purchases as early as possible during the conference. The expense is less
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mailing back orders to U.5. teachers than to teachers in Canada.

We will receive payment for conference purchases in 1) cash, Canadian or U.S. (no large bills please), 2)
credit cards (Visa, MasterCard, Discover),and 3) checks drawn on a U.S. bank made out in U.S.funds. We
cannot exchange Canadian coins at the border; thus, we ask that purchases made with Canadian cash be in
bills only and to the nearest dollar.

Catalog
We made great efforts for the new catalog to be more student user-friendly. However, our intention is to
continue encouraging teachers to have GKP materials on hand at classes, while providing students with a
resource they can take home for later ordering if they wish. lt has been gratifying to provide quantities of
catalogs to those teachers who have requested them for their students. We continue inviting interested
teachers to contact us about sending catalogs, postage-free, for handing out to students.

On Trademark Compliancy
The video sleeve of the 2000 filming now incorporates the appropriate trademark information. Look at the
description on the back to see examples of phraseology for using noun(s) following the f'ai ChiChih term.

Canada

AB,Sherwood Park
BC,Victoria

United States

CA, Camarillo
CA, El Cajon
CA, Hayward
CO, Denver
MN, Bemidji
MN, St. Paul
MO, St. Louis
ND, Fargo
NM, Albuquerque

Chery Ann Hoffmeyer
Guadalupe Buchwald

Pamela Towne
Susan Haymaker
Sandra McAlister

Margaret Manzanares
Jeanne Engen-Duranske

Carol Mockovak
KathyVieth Albers
Christeen McLain

Carmen Brocklehurst

(78O) 467-870'.1
(2so) 38s-6748

(80s) e87-3607
(8s8) s7l-370s
(s10)s82-2238
(303) 494-s800
(2',t8)751-3"t73
(651) 483-4440
(314)727-1e83
(70"t) 232-ss7e
(sos) 299-0s62

(l i sted a I ph abeti cal ly, by I ocati o n)
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SUBMISSIONS:

EDITING POLICY:

MEMBERSHIPS:

TCC TEACHERS'
DIRECTORY:

WHEN MOVING:

The Vttal Force invites lettert articles, news brieft, poetry, original artwork and photography.
Written submissions should be typed. All submissions must indicate the full name and complete
address of the person submitting them to be considered for publication.

The Vital Force has a text scanner which allows us to process typed submissions much more
efficiently. Unfortunately, hand-written submissions must still be typed in manually and are prone to
human error. Mail or e-mail your submissions. (See"Contact Information"on opposite page.)
Students, please indicate who your T'oi Chi Chih teacher is with your submission.

The editing policy of .fhe Vital Force is to leave written submissions as intact as possible inorder to
preserve the original voice of the writer. Thereforg editing will be minimal, unless explicitly re-
quested otherwise by the writer, or unless the meaning is unclear. The editing term "sic" will NOT
be used to point out errors. Due to space limitations, submissions may have to be shortened, although
it is hoped this will be rare.

Submissions using "T'ai Chi Chih"and"TCC'as nouns are converted to adiectives before
publication. This is required by U.S.Trademark law for the forme[ and done for consistency in usage
to the latter (since "TCC"= "T'ai Chi Chih" in meaning). Other than those changet when an addition or
substitution for a word or words in the original text has been made, brackets: [ ] will be used to enclose
the change rather than parentheses, which some writers like using. lf an omission is made of more
than a word or two due to unrelated content (in a letter, for instance) or space limitations, it will be
shown by the following version of ellipsis: . . . This is so as not to be confused when the following:

is used by a writer to show a lapse in time, a long pause or change in topic.

Tlee Vital Force is published quarterly and bulk-mailed to Association members in the U.S. during
the first or second weeks of January, April, July and October. Generally, the mailing time is 2 - 4 weeks.
U.S. First Class and international delivery can be ordered for an extra fee and post on the same sched-
ule noted above. (See Page 2 for details).

Please allow 8 weeks notice and provide complete old and new addresses. Because The Vital
Force has "return service requested" with the U.S. Post Officg an undeliverable issue or Teachers'
Directory is returned to us with a charge for the First Class cost to return it (approximately S1.50 -

53.50, depending on the weight). Then, if we mail out a new one, it goes First Class (because a bulk
mailing requires 200 pieces), resulting in further expense of S1.50 - 53.50. Please help us avoid this
unnecessary and wasteful expense-send in your change of address information early!

'ai Chi Chih Teachers'Directory is for referral and communication purposes among
Chih teachers. lt is not to be used or sold as a mailing list. Updates are published on insert

in each issue of The Vital Force. Send your changes to the address on the
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Justin Stone
Originator of T'ai Chi Chihl Joy Thru Movement
P.O. Box 2321 2 Albuquerque, NM 87192-1 21 2

Ed Altman
Head of the T'ai Chi Chih Community
P.O.Box 1420 Kapaa,Hl 96746
(808) 822-9288

Send submissions by standard
mail or e-mail to:

TheVital Force
P.O.Box 1420
Kapaa,Hl 96746

VFJSubmissions@earthlink.net

Noel Altman
Editor
(808) 822-9288PamTowne

TCCTeacher Trainer
107 Calle Vista
Camarif fo, CA 93010-1711
(80s) 987-3607

Sandy McAlister
TCCTeacherTrainer
24835 Second St.
Hayward, CA 94541
(s10) s82-2238

www.taichichih.org

THEVITAL FORCE/ournal of the T'ai Chi Chih@ Community Please print clearly.

1 . (  ) R e n e w a l (  ) N e w

2. Name Phone (

Address

MEMBERSHIP FORM

E-mail

3.  (  )AccreditedTCCTeacher- Areyou: (  )Act ive (  ) lnact ive (  )Wil l ingtotravel

Membership includes Teachers'Directory___year(s) @ S30.00 / yr

Do you want your name, phone number and e-mail address (if applicable) included on the
T'aiChiChih community website (www.taichichih.org) year(s) @ 55 /yr

( ) Student / Interested person year(s) @ 525.00 / yr

4. ( ) First Class Delivery in U.S. additional 55.00 / yr

( ) Out of U.S. Delivery additional 510.00 / yr

5. ( ) Donation for fundin g VFJ projects: outreach and referral activities

Make check or money order in U.S.dollars payable to:

The Vital Force
P.O. Box 23068
Albuquerqug NM 871 92-1 068

zip

-s

-s

=5

=s
- 5

=s

TOTAL - S

words "U.5. Dollors" or "U.S Funds" on o personal check as
bank won't honor the requuted conversion.
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5aid xhe moon to the e€Ei
Our rhSfthm will be sa axrong!
An ebh then a flow
io Xhe way we will go,
And all tife muet follow along.

Wejuex play our parte
Ab we follow our heatfts,
The Liuee like a wab inbrtwine,
9o eome, dance wixh me
2aid xhe moon to the seta,
Join your energiee tu mine.

As xime xrauels by
9ome will grow, athera die
The balhnce af life shall remain,
9o come, dance with me
Oaid the moon to xha sea,
We willlink to continue xhe chain,

Juex as dark'follows liqhx
Euery wrongr, euery right
Will alwaye be found hand in hand.
Pleaee, come dance with me
gaid the moon tu the eea
As we etch all of like in the sand.

- ClareBradley
5t udent of D onna McElhose


